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TO:

Members

FROM:

CBFWA staff

SUBJECT:

AFAC Review of NOAA Data Dictionary and Monitoring Guidance

State managers are currently reviewing the documents internally but probably will not
have the review complete until the end of December (status of Tribal reviews is unknown).
Each state will be responding to NOAA.
CBFWA staff will identify any overarching themes that come from AFAC discussions.
Current themes identified (unofficial, based on conversations to date):

Confederated
Tribes
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1. General agreement that NOAA guidance and priorities and Data Dictionary are a
good exercise.

Confederated
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Indian
Reservation

2. NOAA should consider that methodologies will differ among agencies, regions
and even over time with new technology. NOAA should consider focusing on
accuracy and precision of data and estimates and not necessarily methodologies.
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3. Frustration that funding has been lost for collaboration that would have ensured
fuller participation by Members in reviewing this product and would have better
ensured that CSMEP experience and products are represented.
4. Developing confidence intervals, the ability to detect change, and fill “gaps” will
be costly, so how will costs, priorities and concerns over time required to get
information be addressed?
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5. Agencies should be more than data collectors for NOAA—should be part of the
entire process: planning, implementing, evaluating, and revising.
6. NOAA’s products only represent a subset of state management interests. M&E for
listed species must be integrated with agency management responsibilities that are
broader than ESA.
7. The NOAA documents are not a regional RM&E plan as developed in the
CBFWA amendments or the work plan for CSEMP as described in the proposed
Amendment for Collaborative Systemwide Monitoring and Evaluation.
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